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This submission includes a homework assignment (with answer key) and two versions of the same 

slide deck that introduce first year law students to the concepts of court dockets and litigation 
analytics.  As litigation analytics are based on documents contained within dockets, the two pair well 

together.  The items were co-drafted when the authors worked together at Cornell Law 
Library.  Included is a compelling and comprehensive docket --- a large Trademark infringement 

lawsuit against Walmart --- that illustrates the breadth of content that can be found in 
dockets.  Ideally, analytics should be introduced in the first year to help students gain a better 

understanding of the litigation process and prepare for job interviews.  Understanding how analytics 
can be applied is an advantage for both judicial interns and interns in litigation practice groups. 
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Dockets and Litigation Analytics

Tuesday, September 14, 2021
Law 60703:
Introduction to Legal Research 
(Section 1)
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1.  Dockets



Bloomberg Dockets
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Docket Initiation
• Party files a complaint that initiates both the 

lawsuit and the docket.
– Civil - anyone can file. 

– Criminal - only the District Attorney or similar 
government prosecutor.

• Filing party includes the Civil Cover Sheet:
– basis of jurisdiction (federal question/diversity)

– citizenship of the parties

– nature of suite (“NOS”) codes (limited to one 
only). 

• If you’re in federal court (or most state trial 
courts) you will be filing everything 
electronically.
– If not, then you’ll file in paper at the appropriate 

courthouse.  4

Theodore Roosevelt Federal 
Courthouse, Eastern District 

of New York (Brooklyn)

Thomas F. Eagleton United 
States Courthouse (St. Louis)
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Nature of Suit Codes
• See: https://www.pacer.gov/documents/natsuit.pdf

6

Do a docket search for 
Freedom of Information Act 
Nature of Suit Code. 895 

https://www.pacer.gov/documents/natsuit.pdf


Docket Numbers
The Clerk of the Court will then assign a unique docket 
number to your case.

Vary amongst the different court system, but typically 
look something like this:

• The 1 refers to a specific filing location.

• The 15 indicates that the case was filed in 2015.  (cr for criminal)

• The cv indicates that it is a civil proceeding.

• The 03849 shows that it was the 3,849th case filed during that year.

• The ABC represents the initials of the district judge the case was assigned 
to and the DEF are the initials of the magistrate judge.

• Content from: https://www.wikihow.com/Look-Up-a-Docket-Number
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https://www.wikihow.com/Look-Up-a-Docket-Number


Use of Dockets
1. By attorneys to 

follow a trial through 
its various stages 
and to comply with 
upcoming deadlines.

2. Journalists and 
researchers – to 
investigate and 
report out 
newsworthy trials.

3. Other attorneys—to 
find models to 
pattern off for their 
own court filings.

– Note: briefs are 
copyrighted / 
copyrightable and 
should not be used 
verbatim.

8
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• Users charged $0.10 per page viewed
• https://www.abajournal.com/news/article/federal-circuit-rules-federal-judiciary-misused-pacer-fees-for-

unrelated-projects

https://www.abajournal.com/news/article/federal-circuit-rules-federal-judiciary-misused-pacer-fees-for-unrelated-projects


Bloomberg Law
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Bloomberg Law
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Scenario:
• You have been approached by a small 

business owner in Ashville, North Carolina 
who markets a popular set of grilling 
utensils called Judy’s Backyard Grilling Kit.

• She has heard that Walmart was 
successfully sued by Variety Stores, Inc. 
(“Variety”) for trademark infringement for 
marketing a product called the Backyard 
Grill.

• She is afraid that Variety will come after 
her next.

• Using Bloomberg Law, find the specific 
case docket involving the lawsuit between 
Variety and Walmart at the district court 
level.
– in front of Judge Terrence William Boyle. 

12

https://businessnc.com/art-popes-variety-
wholesalers-comes-roses-amid-recent-retail-
tumult/

https://businessnc.com/art-popes-variety-wholesalers-comes-roses-amid-recent-retail-tumult/


Updating and Requesting Documents

13

• FREE to us 
(academic 
accounts)

• New: will cut off 
individuals after 
100’s of 
document 
requests.



5:14-CV-00217-BO
(E.D.N.C. Apr 11, 2014) 

• Looking at the Complaint (Entry #1), 
what federal and state laws might 
your client be violating? 

– Federal trademark infringement/unfair 
competition

– North Carolina unfair and deceptive 
trade practices

– North Carolina trademark infringement

– North Carolina common law unfair 
competition

14



5:14-CV-00217-BO
(E.D.N.C. Apr 11, 2014) 

• This case resulted in a jury trial.
• The transcription of the jury trial is available in documents 489 through 491. 

– It is somewhat rare to get a complete transcript in the docket.

• But it can be a great way for a novice attorney to learn about trials.
– I was particularly interested in how the judge instructed the jury at the outset of the trial. 
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5:14-CV-00217-BO
(E.D.N.C. Apr 11, 2014) 

• This is an immense docket with over 650 items. Browse through 
some of them.

• What types of motions were filed?

– Motions to compel discovery

– Motions for extension of time

– Motion for summary judgment

– Motions to seal documents

– Motions for protective orders

– Motions to continue, etc.

• Is everything available?

– No.  Several items are not available online and would need to be 
requested.  (Note: This is FREE for Academic subscribers, subject to 
certain limitations.)

• Were some items sealed?  Yes. 16



5:14-CV-00217-BO
(E.D.N.C. Apr 11, 2014) 

• How much was Variety awarded in both 
royalties and profits?
– Look at the Judgement, Document # 572.

17

Image from: https://businessnc.com/art-
popes-variety-wholesalers-comes-roses-amid-

recent-retail-tumult/

https://businessnc.com/art-popes-variety-wholesalers-comes-roses-amid-recent-retail-tumult/


Peter A. Hook based upon Christopher G. Wren and Jill Robinson Wren, The Teaching of Legal Research, 80 L. Libr. J. 7, 35 (Matrix A)(1988).  
Created in the early 2000’s and first published in Paul D. Callister, Time to Blossom: An Inquiry into Bloom’s Taxonomy as a Hierarchy and 
Means for Teaching Legal Research Skills, 102 L. Libr. J. 191, 2010.  See also Christopher G. Wren & Jill Robinson Wren, The Legal Research 
Manual 17, (fig. K) (2d ed. 1986).

Legal Resources Conceptual Framework



Peter A. Hook based upon Christopher G. Wren and Jill Robinson Wren, The Teaching of Legal Research, 80 L. Libr. J. 7, 35 (Matrix A)(1988).  
Created in the early 2000’s and first published in Paul D. Callister, Time to Blossom: An Inquiry into Bloom’s Taxonomy as a Hierarchy and 
Means for Teaching Legal Research Skills, 102 L. Libr. J. 191, 2010.  See also Christopher G. Wren & Jill Robinson Wren, The Legal Research 
Manual 17, (fig. K) (2d ed. 1986).

Legal Resources Conceptual Framework
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2. Litigation Analytics



Course Core: Litigation Analytics
• “Litigation analytics are quantitative, replicable 

observations about litigation from which you 
may derive actionable insights.”

– count-based,
– empirical,  
– observations (data)

• Uses:
– informing litigation strategy;
– client pitches; 
– in-house corporate counsel to select outside 

counsel; 
– informing mediators and arbitrators; and
– law students researching firms, attorneys, and 

judges.
21

Peter A. Hook, Litigation Analytics: A 
Framework for Understanding, Using & 
Teaching, 26 AALL SPECTRUM 20 (2021). 



Course Core: Litigation Analytics

22

Westlaw Edge Bloomberg Law

Lex Machina (Owned by Lexis) Lexis+ (Context)



Course Core: Litigation Analytics
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Westlaw Edge Bloomberg Law

Lex Machina (Owned by Lexis) Lexis+ (Context)



Bloomberg Litigation Analytics

24
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Company Analytics:

• Who represents 
Equifax?

• In what kinds of 
cases do they 
appear as a party in 
federal court?

• In which state have 
they been involved 
in the most 
litigation?

• Headquarters 
State?

• When did litigation 
peak for the 
company?

• Why?
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Westlaw Edge Analytics
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Attorney
• Search for Margaret A. Bennett

– https://profiles.superlawyers.com/illinois/oak-
brook/lawyer/margaret-a-bennett/801f6979-2b1d-4251-a6ba-
0fff0e8f08de.html

• What kind of work does she do?
• Where does she do it?
• What kind of clients does she have?
• Which judge has she been in front of the 

most?
• Would you find her on Bloomberg and/or 

Lex Machina?
– No.  Right now Westlaw has the best state 

level analytics.
28

https://profiles.superlawyers.com/illinois/oak-brook/lawyer/margaret-a-bennett/801f6979-2b1d-4251-a6ba-0fff0e8f08de.html
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Lexis+ Analytics

30



Lexis+ Analytics
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Lexis+ Analytics
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Judge Analytics
• Look up Judge Loretta 

Copeland Biggs on each of 
the three analytics platforms.

• What are her analytics?
• How often has she been 

overturned?
– (Westlaw and Bloomberg)

• How often has she granted 
motions for class 
certification?

• What type of case does she 
hear the most?

• What type of case does she 
usually adjudicate the 
fastest? 

• What cases does she cite 
most often for a particle 
issue? 33

• Motion 
Outcomes

• Appeal 
Outcomes

• Length of Case

• Appearance & 
Case Types

United States District 
Court Judge, Loretta 

Copeland Biggs



Cases a Judge Cites to the Most for a 
Particular Issue

34

Can do on Westlaw’s Litigation Analytics as well.Lexis Context



Judge Biggs’s Precedent Analytics 
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Dockets & 
Litigation 
Analytics

Sabrina Sondhi
212 Lewis Katz Hall
szs7112@psu.edu



Outline
1. In-Class Quiz
2. How does litigation work? What are dockets? 

3. Navigating federal dockets

4. State court dockets are (sometimes) available

5. Drafting/Analyzing tools
6. Litigation Analytics
7. In-Class Exercise
8. Homework

2



What happens when you file a civil suit?
• Civil case cover sheet
• Court Clerk assigns you a “docket number”

• YY-NNNNN, e.g. 12-00348
• YY-cv-NNNNN, e.g. 15-cv-13947
• N:YY-cv-NNNNN XXX, 
e.g. 1:19-cv-03844 NAC

• If you’re in federal court (or various major 
state trial courts) you will be filing 
everything electronically.  If not, then you’ll 
file in paper.  



What’s the typical chain of events?
• Pleadings (Complaint and Answer)
• Optional motions (e.g. Motion to Dismiss)
• Discovery

• Interrogatories
• Requests for Documents
• Depositions
• Experts, if needed

• Optional motions (e.g. MSJ)
• Attempt at mediation or consent to arbitration
• Pre-trial

• Jury instructions
• Optional motions in limine

• Trial



Where a lot of the data 
comes from:

• Party names
• Attorneys/Firms
• Case type
• Judge assigned

The rest of the data 
comes from the dockets 
themselves.

Civil case cover sheet?



Docket?

How the 
COURT 
keeps track 
of all the 
documents 
in a single 
case. 



Why You Need To Know This Stuff
If you’re a litigator, you’ll be using dockets all the time to track your 
own cases.  You ALSO will want to use dockets for:

• Docket Research
• Can track a similar case and its outcome

• Find example documents (note that copying them exactly is still plagiarism!)

• Analytics
• See similar cases and their outcomes 

• Learn more about your Judge and opposing counsel

• See what experts have said in similar cases



Docket Research – Federal v. State

State Court System

• Some state courts’ 
dockets are available 
online

• If not, you may have to 
contact the court clerk 
for access to paper 
filings which will not be 
free

• Bloomberg Law, Lexis, 
and Westlaw will have 
different coverage

Federal Court System

• Court filings are available 
on PACER, but PACER is 
not free! 

• Bloomberg Law has 
access to most federal 
docket information 

• Lexis and Westlaw have 
varying levels of 
coverage



• PACER = Public Access to Court Electronic Records  
http://www.pacer.gov/

• All Federal District & Circuit Court filings must use PACER.
• Can search by Party Name, Docket Number, etc. But the 

database’s search capabilities are limited.

• PACER costs 10¢ per page to view documents.

PRO TIP: PACER is a decent retrieval tool, but NOT a great 
research tool

Docket Research – PACER

http://www.pacer.gov/


Docket Research – Bloomberg



Searching for 
Dockets on 
Bloomberg

When possible, 
always start by 
selecting the 
court you want!



If  you see the 
word “Request” 
next to the 
document title, 
it is currently 
unavailable 
electronically.  
Bloomberg will 
retrieve it for 
you, but this is a 
NOT FREE.

If you see the 
word “View” 
the document 
is available. 



Okay, so you said we can use dockets to find 
example documents. 

What about drafting my own documents or 
analyzing an opposing party’s brief?



Do Westlaw and Lexis have this, too?



Day 
1

What about Litigation Analytics?

Definition: “mining data contained in case documents 
and docket entries, and then aggregating that data to 
provide previously unknowable insights into the 
behavior of the individuals (judges and lawyers), 
organizations (parties, courts, law firms), and the 
subjects of lawsuits (such as patents)…” 

Used to reveal trends and patterns in litigation “that 
inform legal strategy and anticipate outcomes in 
current cases.” 

Owen Byrd. “Legal Analytics v. Legal Research: What’s the Difference?” ABA Law Technology Today 
6/12/2017 available at http://www.lawtechnologytoday.org/2017/06/legal-analytics-vs-legal-research/

http://www.lawtechnologytoday.org/2017/06/legal-analytics-vs-legal-research/


Day 
1

Where does the data come from?

Answer: the dockets 
and their contents



Part of the civil cover sheet where the “case type” data 
comes from



Litigation Analytics
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Westlaw Edge Bloomberg Law

Lex Machina (Owned by Lexis) Lexis+ (Context)



Litigation Analytics
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Westlaw Edge Bloomberg Law

Lex Machina (Owned by Lexis) Lexis+ (Context)



Bloomberg Law Analytics
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Company Analytics:

• Who represents 
Equifax?

• In what kinds of 
cases do they 
appear as a party in 
federal court?

• In which state have 
they been involved 
in the most 
litigation?

• Headquarters 
State?

• When did litigation 
peak for the 
company?

• Why?
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Westlaw Edge Analytics
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Researching other attorneys

• Search for Margaret A. Bennett
• https://profiles.superlawyers.com/illinois/oak-

brook/lawyer/margaret-a-bennett/801f6979-2b1d-4251-a6ba-
0fff0e8f08de.html

• What kind of work does she do?

• Where does she do it?

• What kind of clients does she have?

• Which judge has she been in front of the 
most?

24

https://profiles.superlawyers.com/illinois/oak-brook/lawyer/margaret-a-bennett/801f6979-2b1d-4251-a6ba-0fff0e8f08de.html
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Lexis+ Analytics
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Lexis+ Analytics

27
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Judge Analytics

• You can look up Judge Loretta Copeland Biggs 
on each of the three analytics platforms.

• How often has she been overturned?
• (Westlaw and Bloomberg)

• How often has she granted motions for class 
certification?

• What type of case does she hear the most?

• What type of case does she usually adjudicate 
the fastest? 

• What cases does she cite most often for a 
particular issue?

29

Commonly 
Available Metrics
• Motion 

Outcomes

• Appeal 
Outcomes

• Length of Case

• Appearance & 
Case Types

United States 
District Court 
Judge, Loretta 

Copeland Biggs



Cases a Judge Cites to the Most for a 
Particular Issue

30

Can do on other platforms as well.Lexis Context



In-Class Exercise
(find it on Canvas)



Homework & Announcements
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